...toward Toshiba Swanson's WinPro X package channel 12.

hard drive 1/866-856

350 mgh to use, it's Windows 2000 4325
which reads 50% which leaves 2800 which is 1/2 of hard drive.

The window 2000 is too big for

machine apparently.

As to hardware, it seems to reconfigure
connections to the ports - could be
a software problem or problem to
wiring or to docking station.

Ralph spoke to Toshiba
Toshiba might be willing to take
it back and take it to original
position, barista identification!
association!

Machine was hit by wired then
repaired by re-reading Windows 2000
Then brought it back to work
and built new able to work
with its peripheral well.

Manny JFA Books.
1. move our 401B into bonds
2. fidelity short term investment fund
3. bond fund
and in US govt securities funds
4. there's risk in equities today, then in bonds today in the market